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Dear Municipal Clerk, 

I have been a resident of Canmore for 23 wonderful years and have observed the controversy over the development 
proposals for the Three Sisters lands ever since our arrival; for the first time I feel a great sense of urgency in speaking 
out against the current proposals. There are so many reasons why this proposal flies in the face of everything Canmore 
strives to exemplify that I am frankly appalled that this has passed the first reading. The TSMV ASP conflict with several 
guiding documents for our community, including the Municipal Development Plan, conservation wildlands zoning, and 
several bylaws. Collectively, these were put into place to protect the character of our community, the quality of life of 
its residents, and to meet our goal of coexisting with wildlife.  

I object (perhaps selfishly) to the permanent altering of our precious community into a sprawling assembly of luxury 
mountain homes. This will be a blight on the landscape and will further catapult Canmore into an elite playground 
rather than the vibrant community we are struggling to maintain. I strongly object to any development that will further 
encroach on the wildlife movement from Banff National Park to Wind Valley; Canmore is in a very critical position and 
must protect these corridors. The very existence of large carnivores is dependent upon us. Finally I can not begin to 
articulate fully the foolishness of considering development over the critically undermined land that is now the Three 
Sisters abandoned golf course. Abandoned is exactly how that land should remain! The maintenance and repairs to 
damaged infrastructure will be a financial money pit for generations to come and will cost the taxpayers dearly. Not to 
mention the issue of public safety. 

I believe Town Council was elected to represent its citizens as stewards to this precious land and we must give great 
thought our natural surroundings before any further development is contemplated - certainly nothing of the magnitude 
that TSMV is proposing can ever be acceptable. I see no benefit to the citizens of Canmore from proceeding with this 
development, certainly no benefit to the environment nestled between two protected areas, and only a huge detriment 
to the wildlife we are intended to protect. There is only benefit to the developer whose sole interests are based on 
greed.  

Please stop this proposal now. 

Sincerely, Suzanne Jenkins 

-- Suzanne Jenkins  
bearnec1@gmail.com 


